We study different classes of digraphs, which are generalizations of tournaments, to have the property of possessing a maximal independent set intersecting every non-augmentable or every longest path. The classes are the arc-local tournament, quasi-transitive, path-mergeable, locally insemicomplete (out-semicomplete), and semicomplete k-partite digraphs. A short survey is included in the introduction.
Introduction
The conjecture of Laborde, Payan and Xuong can be stated as follows: In every digraph, there exists a maximal independent set that intersects every longest path (see [19] ). The conjecture is true for every digraph having a kernel, that is, an independent and absorbing set of vertices, e.g., every transitive digraph (many other classes of digraphs have kernels, for instance, see [10] , [13] ). In [19] , Laborde, Payan and Xuong showed that in every symmetric digraph, there exists an independent set intersecting every longest path and with the property that each of its vertices is the origin of a longest path (they conjectured that this holds for all digraphs). In [8] , Bang-Jensen, Huang and Prisner proved that every strongly connected (i.e. strong) locally in-semicomplete digraph has a hamiltonian cycle (hence every longest path intersects every independent set). They showed that a locally in-semicomplete digraph has a hamiltonian path if and only if it contains a vertex that can be reached by all other vertices by a directed path, a result that constituted a sufficient condition for any independent set to intersect every longest path for this class of digraphs. In [14] , Galeana-Sánchez and Rincón-Mejía proved several sufficient conditions for a digraph to have an independent set intersecting every longest path. Later, in [12] , Galeana-Sánchez investigates sufficient conditions for a digraph to have the property that each of its induced subdigraphs has a maximal independent set intersecting all its non-augmentable paths. Moreover, Galeana-Sánchez finds necessary and sufficient conditions for this property to hold in case that the digraph is asymetrical, and also finds necessary and sufficient conditions for any orientation of a graph to have this property. More recently, in [18] , F. Havet proved that if a digraph has stability number at most two, then there exists a stable set that intersects every longest path. Here, the stability number is the cardinality of a largest stable set, i.e., the cardinality of a largest independent set.
In this paper, we show that the Laborde, Payan and Xuong conjecture is true for arc-local tournament digraphs, line digraphs, quasi-transitive digraphs, pathmergeable digraphs, in-semicomplete (out-semicomplete) digraphs, and semicomplete k-partite digraphs, all of them being generalizations of tournaments except for line digraphs (see [6] ). We prove that there always exists a maximal independent set intersecting every non-augmentable path in a semicomplete digraph (proposition 3.4). For arc-local tournament digraphs (section §2), we show that there exists a maximal independent set that intersects every nonaugmentable path (theorem 2.14). Actually, we show that in an arc-local tournament digraph, every maximal independent set intersects every non-augmentable path of even length, and exhibit arc local tournament digraphs with maximal independent sets and non-augmentable paths of arbitrary odd length which do not intersect (proposition 2.16). We show that line digraphs satisfy a condition quite similar to the one defining arc local tournament digraphs (condition 2.18), and prove that every maximal independent set in a digraph satisfying this condition intersects every non-augmentable path (theorem 2.19). For quasitransitive digraphs (section §3), using a structural theorem of Bang-Jensen and Huang taken from [7] (theorem 3.6 in this paper), we show that there exists a maximal independent set that intersects every non-augmentable path (theorem 3.9). Moreover, we show that if the quasi-transitive digraph is strong, then this maximal independent set has a natural decomposition according to BangJensen and Huang's structural theorem. For path-mergeable digraphs (section §4), first we define a path to be strongly internally and finally non-augmentable (definition 4.2). Then we show that a longest path in a path-mergeable digraph is strongly internally and finally non-augmentable (proposition 4.3). Next, we show that in any strong digraph, every maximal independent set intersects every strongly internally and finally non-augmentable path (theorem 4.5). Finally, we show that in any digraph, there exists a maximal independent set intersecting every strongly internally and finally non-augmentable path (theorem 4.6). For locally in-semicomplete (out-semicomplete) digraphs and semicomplete kpartite digraphs (sections §5 and §6), we show that both have the property of possessing a maximal independent set that intersects every non-augmentable path (theorems 5.3, 5.4 and 6.2). We have taken all these classes of digraphs from a survey by Bang-Jensen and Gutin (see [6] ). We refer the reader to it for a detailed exposition of results concerning them and restrict ourselves to briefly present the following summary. Arc-local tournament digraphs were introduced by Bang-Jensen in [1] as an extension of the idea of a generalization of semicomplete digraphs called locally semicomplete digraphs. Some properties of arc local tournament digraphs have been studied by Bang-Jensen in [1] and [4] , and by Bang-Jensen and Gutin in [6] . Galeana-Sánchez characterized all kernel-perfect and critical kernel-imperfect arc local tournament digraphs in [11] , both classes introduced by Berge and Duchet in [9] . Quasi-transitive digraphs were introduced by Ghouilà-Houri (see [15] ). They are related to comparability digraphs in the sense that a graph can be oriented as a quasi-transitive digraph if and only if it is a comparability digraph. In [7] , Bang-Jensen and Huang extensively study quasi-transitive digraphs. Path-mergeable digraphs were introduced by Bang-Jensen in [2] . They can be recognized in polynomial time and the merging of two internally disjoint paths can be done in a particular nice way in the sense that it is always possible to respect the order of one of the paths. Locally in-semicomplete (out-semicomplete) digraphs were introduced by Bang-Jensen in [3] , and in [2] he proved that locally in-semicomplete (out-semicomplete) digraphs are path mergeable (in particular, every tournament is path-mergeable). Semicomplete k-partite digraphs have been recently studied. In [11] , Gutin presents a survey on this kinf of digraphs. See [5] for a unified and comprehensive survey on digraphs.
Arc local tournament digraphs
In this paper, a digraph D will consist of a vertex set V (D) and an arc set
. All digraphs will be simple, that is, there will be no loops nor multiple arcs between any pair of distinct vertices. For u, v ∈ V (D), we will write − →
, and also, we will write uv if − → uv or − → vu.
Definition 2.
1. An independent set in a digraph D is a subset of vertices I ⊂ V (D) with no x, y ∈ I such that xy, and is maximal if there exists no z ∈ V (D) − I such that I ∪ {z} is an independet set.
Definition 2.2. A path in a digraph D is a finite sequence of distinct vertices γ = (x 0 , . . . , x n ) such that − −−− → x i−1 x i for every 1 ≤ i ≤ n, and its length is n (zero-length path consists of a single vertex). We let V (γ) = {x 0 , . . . , x n }. Definition 2.3. A path γ = (x 0 , . . . , x n ) in a digraph D is non-augmentable if there exists no path (y 0 , . . . , y k ) with y 0 , . . . , y k ∈ V (D) − V (γ) and such that −−→ y k x 0 , or −−→ x n y 0 , or − −−− → x i−1 y 0 and − − → y k x i for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n. More generally, γ is non-augmentable if there exist no path (z 0 , . . . , z m ) in D with m > n, a function σ : {0, · · · , n} → {0, · · · , m} and 0 ≤ r ≤ n such that x i = z σ(i) for every 0 ≤ i ≤ n, σ(i) ≤ σ(i + 1) for every i = r, and σ(n) < σ(0) if r < n. Otherwise, γ is augmentable.
Remark 2.4. The first definition of non-augmentability is a particular case of the second one, with m = n + k + 1, r = n and σ(i)
x n y 0 , and σ(j) = j for j < i and σ(j) = j + k + 1 for j ≥ i if − −−− → x i−1 y 0 and − − → y k x i for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n, so that if γ is augmentable, then (y 0 , . . . , y k , x 0 , . . . , x n ), or (x 0 , . . . , x n , y 0 , . . . , y k ), or (x 0 , . . . , x i−1 , y 0 , . . . , y k , x i , . . . , x n ) are paths in D. In this section, if D is a digraph and u, v, x, y ∈ V (D) are such that uv, − → xu and ← − vy, then we will write − → x uv ← − y , and similarly, if uv, ← − xu and − → vy, then we will write ← − x uv − → y .
Proposition 2.8. Let D be an arc local tournament digraph. Let I be a maximal independent set and let γ = (x 0 , . . . , x n ) be a non-augmentable path in D such that V (γ)∩I = ∅. If there exists z ∈ I such that − → zx i for some i = 0, . . . , n,
There exists y ∈ I such that yx i0−1 because I is a maximal independent set. Suppose that y = z. Then ← −−− − zx i0−1 becuase i 0 is minimal, and therefore (x 0 , . . . ,
contradicting that I is an independent set, and if
, let the in-degree of v be the number of incoming edges to v and let the out-degree of v be the number of outgoing edges from v. Denote them by in(v) and out(v) respectively.
Lemma 2.10. Let D be an arc local tournament digraph. Let I be a maximal independent set and γ = (x 0 , . . . , x n ) be a non-augmentable path in D such that V (γ) ∩ I = ∅. For every z ∈ I such that ←− zx 0 , we have z ∈ I ∩ O(D).
Proof. Suppose that out(z) > 0. If − → zx i for some i = 0, . . . , n, then, by proposition 2.8, −→ zx 1 and hence (x 0 , z,
is a path in D contradicting that γ is non-augmentable. Suppose that n > 3. Then zx 4 because ← − z x 2 x 3 − → x 4 . In fact, ←− zx 4 because otherwise, by proposition 2.8, −→ zx 1 and hence (x 0 , z, x 1 , . . . x n ) is a path in D contradicting that γ is non-augmentable. If n = 4, then (x 0 , x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , x 4 , z) is a path in D contradicting that γ is nonaugmentable. Continue in this way.
Corollary 2.11. Let D be an arc local tournament digraph. If O(D) = ∅, then every maximal independent set intersects every non-augmentable path in D.
Proposition 2.12. Let D be an arc local tournament digraph and let D 0 be the induced arc local tournament digraph that results from D by removing the vertices in O(D). Let I 0 be a maximal independent set in D 0 and let γ = (x 0 , . . . , x n ) be a non-augmentable path in D such that {x 0 , . . . , x r } ∩ I 0 = ∅ for some r < n. If z ∈ I 0 , then there exists no i ≤ r such that − → zx i .
Proof. First, observe that x i ∈ V (D 0 ) for every 0 ≤ i < n. Suppose that there exists i ≤ r such that − → zx i and let
is a path in D contradicting that γ 0 is non-augmentable. Suppose that i 0 = 1. There exists y ∈ I 0 such that yx 0 because I 0 is a maximal independent set in D 0 . Suppose that y = z. In this case, ←− zx 0 because i 0 is minimal, but then ( 
Henceforth we suppose that i 0 > k. Let r = i 0 − 1 < n. Then x i / ∈ I 0 for all i = 0, . . . , r and hence, by proposition 2.12, there exist no i ≤ r such that − → zx i for every z ∈ I 0 . Let x ∈ O(D) be such that γ = (x 0 , . . . , x k , x). Suppose that k ≥ 1. There exists z ∈ I 0 such that zx k−1 because I 0 is a maximal independent set in D 0 . By proposition 2.12,
There exists y ∈ I 0 such that yx k because I 0 is a maximal independent set in D 0 . Suppose that y = z. By proposition 2.12, ← − − zx k since k ≤ r, but then (x 0 , . . . , x k , z, x) is a path in D contradicting that γ is nonaugmentable. Suppose that y = z. By proposition 2.12, ← − − yx k since k < r, and hence yz because ← − z x k−1 x k − → y , contradicting that I 0 is an independent set.
is a path in D contradicting that γ is non-augmentable. Suppose that n = 1. Then i 0 = 1 and hence x 1 ∈ I 0 . Now, out(x 1 ) > 0 when we consider x 1 as a vertex of the digraph D. If −−→ x 1 x 0 , then (x 1 , x 0 , x) is a path in D contradicting that γ is non-augmentable (here we are using the general definition of non-augmentability in definition 2.3). If − − → x 1 x, then (x 0 , x 1 , x) is a path in D contradicting that γ is non-augmentable. Suppose that there exists
is a path in D contradicting that γ is non-augmentable.
It follows that supposing i 0 > k leads a contradiction. Hence i 0 ≤ k and therefore V (γ) ∩ I 0 = ∅. Theorem 2.14. If D is an arc local tournament digraph, then there exists a maximal independent set that intersects every non-augmentable path. 1. In any arc local tournament digraph, every maximal independent set intersects every non-augmentable path of even length.
2. For every odd number n, there exists an arc local tournament digraph in which there exist a maximal independent set and a non-augmentable path of length n which do not intersect.
Proof. Let D be an arc local tournament digraph. Let γ = (x 0 , . . . , x n ) be a non-augmentable path in D and let I be a maximal independent set. Suppose that V (γ) ∩ I = ∅. There exists y ∈ I such that yx 0 because I is a maximal independent set. If −→ yx 0 , then (y, x 0 , . . . , x n ) is a path in D contradicting that γ is non-augmentable, so ←− yx 0 . There exists z ∈ I such that zx n because I is a maximal independent set. If ← − − zx n , then (x 0 , . . . , x n , z) is a path in D contradicting that γ is non-augmentable, so −→ zx 0 . Suppose that n = 1. If y = z, then (x 0 , y, x 1 ) is a path in D contradicting that γ is non-augmentable. If y = z, then we obtain an arc local tournament digraph in which there is a maximal independent set I = {y, z} and a path γ = (x 0 , x 1 ) of length 1 which do not intersect, so (2) is true for n = 1 (see figure 1) . Suppose that n ≥ 2. Then yx 2 because ← − y x 0 x 1 − → x 2 . In fact, yx k as long as
There exists w ∈ I such that wx k−1 because I is an maximal independent set. Suppose that w = y. If −−−→ yx k−1 , then (x 0 , . . . , x k−2 , y, x k−1 , . . . , x n ) is a path in D contradicting that γ is non-augmentable, and if ←−−− yx k−1 , then (x 0 , . . . , x k−1 , y, x k , . . . , x n ) is a path in D contradicting that γ is non-augmentable. Suppose that w = y.
contradicting that
I is an independent set, and if ← −−− − wx k−1 , then yw because ← − y x k−2 x k−1 − → w , contradicting that I is an independent set. For every k ≤ n even, ← − − yx k because ←− yx 0 . If n is even, then ← − − yx n and hence (x 0 , . . . , x n , y) is a paths in D contradicting that γ is non-augmentable. So (1) follows. Figures 2 and 3 describe arc local tournament digraphs satisfying (2) for n = 3 and n = 5, and figure 4 describes the general construction for n odd, with I = {y, z} as the maximal independent set and γ = (x 0 , . . . , x n ) as the non-augmentable path. Line digraphs are similar to arc local tournament digraphs in the sense that line digraphs satisfy the following condition. Proof. Let D be a digraph satisfying condition 2.18. Suppose that I is a maximal independent set and γ = (x 0 , . . . , x n ) is a non-augmentable path in D such that V (γ) ∩ I = ∅. There exists z ∈ I such that zx 0 because I is a maximal independent set. If
is a path in D contradicting that γ is non-augmentable. Suppose that k 0 < n. There exists y ∈ I such that yx k0+1 because I is a maximal independent set. If y = z, then − −−− → zx k0+1 because k is maximal, and hence (x 0 , . . . , x k0 , z, x k0+1 , . . . , x n ) is a path in D contradicting that γ is nonaugmentable. Suppose that y = z. If − −−− → yx k0+1 , then yz because ← −−−−− − x k0+1 x k0 and − − → x k0 z, contradicting that I is an independent set. Suppose that ← −−− − yx k0+1 and repeat the argument as many times as necessary until we find an element w ∈ I such that ← −−− − wx n−1 . Now, since I is a maximal independent set, there exists u ∈ I, such that ux n . If ← − − ux n , then (x 0 , . . . , x n , u) is a path in D contradicting that γ is non-augmentable. Suppose that − − → ux n . If u = w, then (x 0 , . . . , x n−1 , w, x n ) is a path in D contradicting that γ is non-augmentable. If u = w, then uw because − − → ux n , ← −−−− − x n x n−1 and − −−− → x n−1 w, contradicting that I is an independent set. 3 Quasi-transitive digraphs Proof. Suppose that γ = (x 0 , . . . , x n ) and z ∈ V (D) − V (γ) are such that zx for every x ∈ V (γ). If −→ zx 0 , then (z, x 0 , . . . , x n ) is a path in D contradicting that γ is non-augmentable, so ←− zx 0 . If −→ zx 1 , then (x 0 , z, x 1 , . . . , x n ) is a path in D contradicting that γ is non-augmentable, so ←− zx 1 . Continuing in this way, it follows that ← − − zx n , but then (x 0 , . . . , x n , z) is a path in D contradicting that γ is non-augmentable. Theorem 3.6 (Bang-Jensen and Huang [7] ). Let Q be a quasi-transitive digraph. There exist a digraph D and a family of digraphs {α u } u∈V (D) such that Q = σ(D, α u ) and satisfying the following.
1. If Q is non-strong, then D is transitive oriented and α u is strong quasitransitive for all u ∈ V (D).
2. If Q is strong, then D is strong semicomplete and α u is non-strong quasitransitive for all u ∈ V (D).
For a quasi-transitive digraph Q, we will always write Q = σ(D, α u ) where D and {α u } u∈V (D) are as in theorem 3.6.
If D is transitive oriented and if for every u ∈ V (D), there exists a maximal independent set I u ⊂ V (α u ) that intersects every non-augmentable path in α u , then there exists a maximal independent set that intersects every non-augmentable path in H.
Proof. The digraph D has a kernel because it is transitive. Therefore, there exists a maximal independet set I ⊂ V (D) that intersects every non-augmentable path in D. Clearly, J = u∈I {u} × I u is a maximal independent set. Let γ = Theorem 3.9. Let Q = σ(D, α u ) be a quasi-transitive digraph. Then there exists a maximal independent set J ⊂ V (Q) that intersects every non-augmentable path in Q. Moreover, if Q is strong and I u ⊂ V (α u ) is a maximal independent set intersecting every non-augmentable path in α u , then J = {u} × I u is a maximal independent set intersecting every non-augmentable path in Q.
Proof.
We proceed by induction on the number of vertices. Clearly, the result is true if |V (Q)| = 1, 2. Suppose that the result is true for every quasi-transitive digraph with at most m − 1 vertices. Suppose that |V (Q)| = m. If Q is non-strong, then, by (1) in theorem 3.6, D is transitive oriented and α u is strong quasi-transitive with |V (α u )| < m for every u ∈ V (D). By the induction hypothesis, there exists a maximal independent set I u ⊂ V (α u ) that intersect every non-augmentable path in α u for every u ∈ V (D). Hence, in this case, the result follows from proposition 3.7.
If Q is strong, then, by (2) in theorem 3.6, D is strong semicomplete and α u is non-strong quasi-transitive with |V (α u )| < m for every u ∈ V (D). By proposition 3.4, a maximal independent set is of the form J = {u} × I u for some u ∈ V (D) and some maximal independent set I u ⊂ V (α u ). By the induction hypothesis, we can suppose that I u intersects every non-augmentable path in α u . Let γ be a non-augmentable path in Q.
, then γ and J remain the same in Q , and therefore, by the induction hypothesis,
We will use the following lemma. Lemma 3.10. Let x, y ∈ V (α u ) − I u . If there exists a path ρ of length at least two, starting at (u, x) ∈ V (Q), ending at (u, y) ∈ V (Q), with {z ∈ 4 Path-mergeable digraphs Definition 4.1. A digraph D is k-path-mergeable for some integer k ≥ 2 if for every u, v ∈ V (D) and any pair of paths γ and ρ of length at most k, starting at u, ending at v and with V (γ) ∩ V (ρ) = {u, v}, there exists a path λ starting at u, ending at v and with V (λ) = V (γ) ∪ V (ρ). A digraph D is path-mergeable if it is |V (D)|-path-mergeable. Definition 4.2. A path γ = (x 0 , . . . , x n ) in a digraph D is strongly internally non-augmentable if for every 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n, there exists no path ρ of length at least two, starting at x i , ending at x j and with V (γ) ∩ V (ρ) = {x i , x j }. We say that γ is finally non-augmentable if there exists no y ∈ V (D) − V (γ) such that − − → x n y. Proof. Let γ = (x 0 , . . . , x n ) be a longest path in D. Suppose that for 0 ≤ i < j ≤ n there is a path ρ = (x i , y 1 , . . . , y r , x j ) with r ≥ 1 and V (γ) ∩ V (ρ) = {x i , x j }. If j − i = 1, then (x 0 , . . . , x i , y 1 , . . . , y r , x i+1 , . . . , x n ) is a path in D of length n + r, contradicting that γ is a longest path. Suppose that j − i > 1. Since D is path-mergeable, there exists a path λ starting at x i , ending at x j and with V (λ) = {x i , . . . , x j } ∪ V (ρ). Therefore there exists a path in D of length n + r, namely (x 0 , . . . , x i−1 ) followed by λ followed by (x j+1 , . . . , x n ), contradicting that γ is a longest path. Finally, if there exists y ∈ V (D) − V (γ) such that − − → x n y, then (x 0 , . . . , x n , y) is a path in D of length n + 1, contradicting that γ is a longest path.
Lemma 4.4. Let D be a strong digraph and let γ = (x 0 , . . . , x n ) be a strongly internally and finally non-augmentable path in D. If z ∈ V (D) is such that − − → zx n , then z ∈ V (γ).
Proof. Suppose that z / ∈ V (γ). There exists a path ρ = (y 0 = x 0 , . . . , y m = z) starting at x 0 and ending at z because D is strong. Let i 0 = max{i | x i ∈ V (ρ)} so that y j0 = x i0 for some j 0 < m. If i 0 < n, then λ = (y j0 , . . . , y m , x n ) is a path in D of length at least two, starting at x i0 , ending at x n and with V (γ) ∩ V (λ) = {x i0 , x n }, contradicting that γ is strongly internally non-augmentable. If i 0 = n, then − −−−− → x n y j0+1 , contradicting that γ is finally non-augmentable because y j0+1 / ∈ V (γ).
Theorem 4.5. Let D be a strong digraph. Then every maximal independent set intersects every strongly internally and finally non-augmentable path.
Proof. Let I be a maximal independent set. Suppose that γ = (x 0 , . . . , x n ) is a strongly internally and finally non-augmentable path such that V (γ) ∩ I = ∅. There exists z ∈ I such that zx n because I is a maximal independent set. Since γ is finally non-augmentable, − − → zx n , and hence, by lemma 4.4, z ∈ V (γ), contradicting that V (γ) ∩ I = ∅.
